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In our daily lives we are witnessing a proliferation of digital devices including tablets, smartphones, digital cameras or wearable appliances. A major effort has been made to enable these devices to exchange information in intelligent spaces and collaborative settings. However, the arising technical challenges often manifest themselves to end users as limitations, inconsistencies or added complexity. A wide range of existing and emerging devices cannot be used with existing solutions for cross-device information exchange due to restrictions in terms of the supported communication protocols, hardware or media types. We present INFEX, a general and extensible framework for cross-device information exploration and exchange. While existing solutions often support a restricted set of devices and networking protocols, our unifying and extensible INFEX framework enables information exchange and exploration across arbitrary devices and also supports devices that cannot run custom software or do not offer their own I/O modalities. The plug-in based INFEX architecture allows developers to provide custom but consistent user interfaces for information exchange and exploration across a heterogeneous set of devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade we have seen an increase in the number of electronic devices that we use in our daily lives. While devices such as smartphones, tablets, digital cameras or laptops are already widespread [1], we witness the rise of new types of electronic devices including smartwatches, fitness trackers and other wearable technology. As stated by Rädel et al., “We are witnessing an explosive growth of the number and density of powerful mobile devices around us. However, their great majority are still blind to the presence of other devices and performing tasks among them is usually tedious” [24]. For example, if we want to transfer music from a smartphone to an audio-enabled sports watch for a workout, we often have to use a computer to retrieve the music from the phone and manually copy the songs to the watch by using vendor-specific software such as iTunes which complicates the process.

Some devices might have built-in WiFi to share content via email, cloud services or social networking. However, this approach has its own shortcomings as it requires additional user
interactions and results in unnecessary delays given that a user is piggybacking another medium for quick data transfer. More importantly, this method only works if the receiving end also supports the chosen transportation method. In practice, this enables information exchange between modern smartphones, tablets, and computers but excludes a large amount of other commonly used devices such as older devices, devices without a display, or devices that do not run third-party applications. Nevertheless, just because a device does not support the previously mentioned approach does not mean that it can only be accessed when it is wired to a computer. For instance, even decade-old cellphones allow access to resources such as contacts, pictures, or music via the wireless Bluetooth protocol. Similarly, sports-related wearables such as heart rate monitors often use Bluetooth for providing access to the gathered data and recent digital cameras might come with built-in WiFi for accessing captured pictures. However, incompatible hardware characteristics, data formats and communication protocols limit developers and researchers to use only specific devices and interaction methods are usually tailored to cope with technical restrictions rather than focusing on the user experience. The HCI community has identified that low-level technical complexity often results in serious end user issues [7] and we see an opportunity for improving information exchange across a heterogeneous set of devices.

We present the INFEX framework for cross-device information exploration and exchange which offers extensibility and reusability on the device detection and connectivity as well as on the end-user interaction level. INFEX implements common communication protocols and access methods as plug-ins and acts as a mediator to handle device detection and information exchange. This allows application developers to use a higher-level interface for information exchange where every device, protocol or media type can be used in the same way, encouraging a uniform and consistent user experience. In contrast to existing approaches, the presented framework is highly extensible, designed to prevent some of the infrastructure issues mentioned by the HCI community and also supports devices without a display or I/O modalities. The functionally offered by INFEX allows both researchers and commercial developers to build applications for exchanging information between previously incompatible devices with a minimal amount of effort, thereby allowing them to focus on the user interface and potentially novel interaction techniques.

We start by describing different solutions for cross-device information exploration and exchange and discuss some of their limitations in the background section. We then define a number of goals and requirements for cross-device information exchange before introducing the architecture of our INFEX solution. After providing some details about the implementation of INFEX, we present a specific use case which unifies different solutions that have been presented in the background section and enables information exploration and exchange across previously incompatible devices, protocols, and media types. A critical discussion of the presented INFEX framework and an outline of potential future work is followed by some general conclusions.

2 BACKGROUND

A unifying solution for information exchange between different devices involves many aspects, both on the technical as well as on the usability level. Note that we are not the first ones to notice the inefficiency of user-driven data exchange between different devices [21, 24]. In this section we discuss the body of existing work and identify a number of limitations of existing solutions which are going to be addressed by our approach.

2.1 Device Discovery

In order to exchange information between devices, the devices need to be aware of each other’s existence. From a technical perspective this is trivial for cases where devices are connected via a cable. However, the transfer of information becomes more challenging when we aim for more user-friendly
wireless approaches. The detection of participating devices can, for example, be achieved in a peer-to-peer manner as seen in the RELATE [10] interaction model where custom ultrasound dongles [13] are used for relative positioning. In most existing approaches, the device detection is performed by some external infrastructure and not by the participating devices themselves. HuddleLamp [24] proposes a purely optical solution that uses RGB and depth data from an RGB-D camera to detect devices that have been placed on a surface. Other vision-based solutions include the tagging of devices with fiducial markers for camera-based tracking [18] or the use of a device’s front-facing camera to detect fiducial markers on the ceiling [19, 29] to inform the underlying platform about a device’s presence and position. Also wireless technology such as Bluetooth is used for detecting the presence of devices as seen in Connichiwa [30] and BlueTable [36] or RFID and NFC are applied in [27, 31, 32].

### 2.2 Connectivity and Integration

Another issue investigated by related work is the fact that the technical complexity of integrating a device into a network-based system often negatively affects the user experience. Different devices use different incompatible technologies and protocols. Further, technical details such as an IP address or port number are required to establish a connection. In order to address this issue, Frosini et al. [8] introduced the concept of *connectors*. When a device registers, its configuration contains information on how the framework can communicate with the device. The configuration describes which connector to use by specifying a connector type together with any relevant details such as the type of connection (e.g. HTTP) as well as an IP address and port number. Devices add themselves to a session by scanning a QR code but frameworks such as Conductor [12] extend this idea by using additional sensors such as NFC tags or accelerometers for detecting devices that are bumped together. Although some initial setup is required, these approaches make it easy to add the device to a session. Some of the previously mentioned solutions using RFID or NFC store the device’s Bluetooth MAC address on the tag in order that the necessary information for a Bluetooth connection can be retrieved when a tag is detected [31, 32].

JCAF [3] is an infrastructure framework for context-aware applications and allows different sensors to be integrated in a network for context processing. However, the framework relies on Java RMI for retrieving data and only supports Java-enabled devices. DynaMo [2] is a framework for handling dynamic multimodality. In order to deal with a variety of input hardware, the framework uses Cilia [9] for mediating events captured from input devices before mapping them to specific actions. The mediation layer allows the framework to retrieve data via different protocols but after mediation the events can be processed in a protocol and format independent manner.

### 2.3 End-User Interactions

Ideally, interactions in a cross-device setting should be intuitive and uniform. From a usability perspective it is clear that the spatial component plays an important role in developing intuitive data exchange systems. Most academic work requires users to get the involved devices close to each other or even make them touch each other for exchanging information. As summarised by Marquardt et al. [21], these types of actions have been coined as *proxemic interactions* in the context of ubiquitous computing and are based on the study of people’s understanding of spatial relationships [11, 22]. Note that there are implications on the technical level since a device’s position, boundaries and orientation needs to be tracked for interactions that make use of spatial information.

Rekimoto’s Pick-and-Drop [25] uses digital pens to allow users to pick up a digital object (e.g. a file) on one device’s display and drop it to another device’s display to copy or move the object. Note that this type of interaction reduces the complexity of data transfer over a network and offers an intuitive interaction similar to moving a physical object. Rekimoto later proposed a solution
that uses projection to display associated digital information around objects placed on a table surface [26]. The use of everyday physical objects for information sharing or as an interface to digital information sources has been investigated in Embodied Data Objects [33] or DroPicks [14]. The limited range of RFID and NFC technology further enables proxemic interaction. For instance, Seewoonauth et al. [31] and Sánchez et al. [27] discuss interaction techniques that use RFID tags for transferring files between different devices. A user can, for example, select an image on the phone and transfer it to a computer over Bluetooth by reading an RFID tag attached to the computer [32].

Dippon et al. [6] suggested the use of an interactive surface for exchanging photos on smartphones. Users can select an image from their local gallery for display on the interactive surface and then use the surface to drag it on the graphical depiction of another phone in order to transfer the image to the corresponding physical device. Dachselt and Buchholz [5] investigated the use of gestures to “throw” content or user interfaces from mobile phones to nearby displays. In the opposite direction, Schmidt et al. [28] describe a cross-device interaction style allowing mobile phones to pick up digital content from a surface by physically touching the content with the phone. Other systems that use large surfaces in combination with smaller devices for information exchange and collaboration include Actuativespace [16], Dynamo [17], Impromptu [4] and WeSpace [35]. SurfacePhone [37] eliminates the need of an interactive surface by integrating projection and touch detection in the phone itself and turning it into a mobile workspace that can interact with other nearby workspaces. There has also been some work where non-standard devices have been used for information exchange. For example, WatchConnect [15] explores interactions (including content transfer) between a custom-built smartwatch and an interactive surface.

2.4 Limitations of Existing Solutions
The presented related work proposes various improvements for transferring content between devices and covers technical contributions as well as new interaction techniques. Nevertheless, a number of interesting observations can be made. Our findings in terms of information exchange are related to infrastructure shortcomings that have been documented by the HCI community. We briefly introduce these shortcomings using the terminology defined by Edwards et al. [7] and show how they manifest themselves in the previously discussed related work.

2.4.1 Constrained Possibilities. Due to technical complexity or limitations and the fact that dedicated software has to run on a supported device, almost all of the presented use cases for user-initiated information exchange limit themselves to laptops, smartphones and tablets only. Unfortunately, this excludes a large range of existing and emerging devices that cannot run custom software (e.g. music players, fitness trackers or other wearable technology). Additionally, existing frameworks and systems often assume that participating devices have a display and offer some input modalities such as a touch or keyboard-based input, which again excludes various popular devices. Similar issues can be identified on the protocol level where communication is usually restricted to either WiFi-based socket connections or Bluetooth. Finally, although a lot of the presented scenarios share these technical characteristics and have overlapping technical requirements, they are normally not extensible or reusable and often limited to a specific use case or media type (e.g. the exchange of photos is a common use case). Another example is the UPnP protocol which represents a more generic protocol for information exchange but still excludes many older or emerging devices from participation [7].

2.4.2 Unmediated Interaction. The technical complexity at lower levels often manifests itself as limitations, inconsistencies or added complexity to end users. For instance, in order to integrate a device in the network a user might have to set up the device by installing software and entering the IP address of a central server. The more protocols and devices are combined, the higher the risk
that low-level details affect the user experience. The user interface or interaction method might further change depending on the device or content type since for technical reasons they are treated differently.

2.4.3 Interjected Abstractions. Abstractions made on the technical level can also propagate to higher levels even if they do not contribute to the interaction model presented to the end user. For example, an end user might have to find and install drivers or adapters to add support for a specific device or content type, when it could have been as easy as enabling a checkbox in list. In a more literal sense, when considering developers as end users of a framework the interface provided by the framework might rely on abstractions that require specific technologies or programming languages. Some frameworks might require developers to interact via plain old Java objects (POJOs) or Java RMI which offers benefits for Java-based clients but excludes clients without Java support.

The shortcomings identified from the related work show that there is plenty of room for improving cross-device information exploration and exchange. For example, in the presented related work a lot of the end-user interaction has been implemented from scratch due to the lack of extensibility and reusability in existing solutions. As a result, researchers and developers often do not spend time to address the technical complexity but rather only support the most common devices. Further, most existing solutions are limited to a fixed set of devices and interactions and it is difficult integrate and unify existing approaches for exchanging information across devices supported by different existing solutions.

3 GOALS AND REQUIREMENTS

In order to address the previously discussed limitations of existing work we propose a unifying framework that supports the exchange of information across heterogeneous devices and helps developers in avoiding common issues. As such, the framework allows developers to mix and match devices that are not supported in current systems and thereby enables much richer use cases. The framework mainly focuses on addressing issues on the lower technical levels so that it remains versatile enough for developers to plug in their own user interfaces and interaction methods in order to support a wide range of use cases. For instance, our framework might be used to implement a system where users place all kinds of devices on a tabletop and use drag and drop interactions to exchange content, or the framework might be used as the backend for a classic desktop application running on standard consumer hardware. The following goals and requirements focus on creating a solid foundation on the lower level but as detailed in this section they also manifest themselves as solutions for higher-level issues such as those described in the previous section. The three main goals G1–G3 can be summarised as follows:

Goal 1 (G1): Make it easier and faster to develop applications for user-driven information exchange between devices.

Goal 2 (G2): Support the exploration and exchange of information for devices or combinations of devices currently not supported.

Goal 3 (G3): Support developers in providing a consistent user-friendly experience regardless of how different hardware or protocols are combined for a given use case. Further, the framework should not introduce limitations that might restrict the development of customised or novel interfaces and interaction techniques proposed by the HCI community.
Based on the presented related work and by taking special care to avoid shortcomings observed in existing solutions, and by taking into account the issues already identified by the HCI community, we defined a set of requirements for a cross-device information exploration and exchange framework. For instance, from the classification of issues defined by Edwards et al. [7], we avoid constrained possibilities via requirement R3 and R8, and unmediated interaction as well as interjected abstractions via requirement R2 and R5. This in turn contributes to the fulfilment of the previously listed goals.

### 3.1 User Requirements

The following requirements are related to the users of either the framework (developers) or users of the resulting applications. In most cases the implications for developers also translate into benefits for users interacting with the resulting system.

**R1: List, Inspect and Transfer Content.** The framework should be able to perform the following three actions in order to build functional applications related to information exploration and exchange (G1): First a user should be able to see a list of all the content on a device. Furthermore, it has to be possible to inspect specific content in more detail in order to verify that this is the content we are looking for (e.g. check the pages of a PDF document). Finally, the system should make it easy to transfer content between two devices. This falls in line with design choices made by other collaborative interfaces such as ActivitySpace [16]. Note that these actions should be supported for units of information with a fixed size as well as continuous data streams of unknown length.

**R2: Customisable Yet Consistent User Experience.** The current process of transferring content between different types of devices is not always optimal [21, 24]. Depending on the use case and the relevant devices, a different user interface or interaction method might be necessary. We require that developers should be able to integrate their own interfaces or interaction techniques (G3) but the framework should offer the necessary abstraction to allow them to keep the user interface consistent and uniform, regardless of the hardware or technologies that are combined [7, 23].

**R3: Reduced Hardware and Software Constraints** In order to support a wide range of devices (G2) and provide richer use cases, the hardware requirements demanded by a framework should be as low as possible and devices that might not have a display or I/O modalities should also be supported. There should be no need to install and run specific software on a participating device. One way to achieve this is to make use of the channels already offered by devices instead of having to install software to create new ones. For example, both old and modern mobile phones offer access to contact information and audio via Bluetooth, or some cameras provide access to the pictures stored within via WiFi. Lowering the hardware and software requirements allows the inclusion of many devices that are currently not supported by existing solutions, but a unifying framework has to be designed to cope with new issues introduced by these lowered requirements.

**R4: Support for Remote and Non-mobile Devices.** In order to not exclude remote or non-mobile devices such as an FTP server (G2), a framework should take into account that devices are not required to be physically present to be accessed. There are different approaches to include such devices. For instance, in the domain of information storage, retrieval and manipulation, virtual representations or tangible physical objects are often used to represent devices that cannot be physically moved [34]. A framework should therefore take into account that devices might have alternative representations in the physical world and in the user interface. This might be important for detecting participating devices or for recognising user-initiated actions.
3.2 Architectural Requirements

Based the goals G1–G3 and the user requirements R1–R4 we can derive additional technical requirements for the architectural level which are independent of the used programming patterns or implementation technologies.

**R5: High-level Abstractions** In order to support developers (G1) it is important that a framework provides a consistent high-level interface for accessing its functionality. For instance, a developer always has to be able to invoke the list, inspect or transfer actions on devices in the same way, without having to care about the technical differences which are managed by the framework. This allows developers to build more consistent user interfaces (R2) and makes it easier to map specific user interactions to the corresponding actions.

**R6: Broad Connectivity and Access Support.** In order to integrate new devices (G2) and to deal with requirement R3, it is necessary to support a wide range of communication methods and protocols such as Bluetooth, TCP/IP or WebSockets. Each of these protocols may act as a carrier for other protocols. For example, protocols such as FTP, Samba or RESTful HTTP interfaces are implemented on top of TCP/IP sockets.

**R7: Bi-directional Mediation.** In order to allow devices with different communication hardware or protocols to communicate (G2, R3), a framework should act as a mediator and translate between different protocols for enabling transfers between radically different types of devices (R1). This requires the framework to not only mediate the gathering (input) but also the writing (output) of information which is not foreseen in various existing mediation frameworks [2].

**R8: Extensibility and Reusability.** As shown in the background section, existing content exchange approaches are often hard-coded use cases where the participating devices, content types and communication channels are limited and fixed. A truly generic framework should be extensible on all relevant aspects of the process. First of all, there should be no limitations in terms of the hardware that can be used for user input or the UI rendering. In line with requirement R6, it should further be possible to extend the list of supported protocols in order that additional devices can be included while keeping the user interface consistent. Finally, a framework should not be limited in terms of the content types that can be transferred (e.g. images, contacts or music) and be extensible to support new content types. A modular architecture also encourages developers to reuse components, which makes it easier to put together rich use cases (G1).

4 ARCHITECTURE

We now describe the concepts and overall architecture of our unifying INFEX framework for cross-device information exploration and exchange. We motivate our design choices and relate them back to the previously listed requirements R1–R8 to further highlight the benefits of our design with respect to the existing body of work. As motivated earlier, it is not necessary to install any software on the participating devices themselves. Instead, the INFEX framework is set up on a dedicated device such as a Raspberry Pi1, a laptop or desktop computer. Note that the choice of this dedicated device might also be influenced by the desired user interface ranging from a simple WIMP2 interface to a more demanding tabletop interface. The INFEX framework uses the dedicated

1https://www.raspberrypi.org
2"Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointers" interfaces, which are commonly used in desktop environments such as Windows or macOS
device’s different communication channels and associated protocols to connect to participating devices. Note that it is also possible for the dedicated device to simultaneously be used as a regular client device, allowing for instance a laptop running the framework to act as a bridge for other devices while also acting as an information source or target. Regardless of its setup, if connected devices use different communication channels and protocols to communicate with INFEX the framework will perform the necessary mediation to unify the devices and connect devices with incompatible hardware or software characteristics. The architecture designed to achieve this is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. INFEX architecture

The INFEX architecture consists of multiple components and most of them are extensible or replaceable (R8) as shown in Figure 1. A first important component is responsible for automatically detecting devices willing to participate in an information exchange session. Whether explicit or implicit, there will always be a mechanism for the user to specify which devices should be used in the application. Depending on the developed application, a user might include devices by placing a device on an interactive surface, by bringing them into the proximity of a designated device running an INFEX instance or by selecting them from a list in a GUI. Regardless of the chosen mechanism, the framework should be told by the developer how it can detect that a user wants to include a device. Device detection is a fundamental component of the INFEX framework and can be chosen or extended by the application developer via specific plug-ins (R8).

A second major component is responsible for the communication with devices. In order to support communication between different kinds of devices, communication protocols and methods are also implemented as plug-ins and our framework mediates the flow of information to connect devices using different communication protocols (R7). The third major component is the GUI component, responsible for capturing user input and providing a graphical interface for interactions. An interactive surface might be used to allow users to drag and drop content from one device to another, but due to the interchangeability of the GUI component one can also just use a laptop screen as an interface for information exchange. The core logic of INFEX ties these three components together to support the listing, inspection and transfer of device content (R1).

The presented architecture is language and hardware independent but in Figure 1 some example technologies and devices are shown for each component in order to clarify what might be integrated by developers. The leftmost group of devices labelled Devices represents the set of devices that are going to exchange information. The rightmost group of devices labelled I/O Modalities includes devices that are used to interact with the system and for instance initialise a data transfer between two devices of the Devices group. Depending on the use case, a user might interact with the system...
via a tabletop interface, a classic WIMP interface running on a computer or even a virtual or mixed reality interface. In the remainder of this section we provide a detailed description of the different INFEX components coordinating the information exchange and user interaction.

4.1 Device Detection
As mentioned before, the way devices are detected is determined by the used device detection plug-ins. A device detection plug-in is responsible for detecting when devices are joining or leaving a session. A plug-in might also determine a device’s position and boundaries which can be used by the GUI to, for example, display an interaction menu next to the device. However, as this is not relevant for all potential interfaces, the spatial detection aspect is optional and only needs to be implemented when relevant. A device detection plug-in is free to use any hardware allowing for many different use cases. Thereby, developers can plug in suitable existing detection frameworks which can, for instance, be based on RFID readers, network discovery or computer vision. The framework also allows more than one detection plug-in to be used at a given time. In order to do so, a developer must specify the set of plug-ins to be used and implement a so-called detection resolver. A detection resolver is another kind of pluggable logic that combines the output of the selected detection plug-ins in a way specified by the developer. This way the developer determines what will happen if different plug-ins report conflicting results, or they can use different plug-ins to augment each other. For instance, a plug-in that uses an interactive surface’s touch events could be used to detect that a device has been placed on the surface and provide a rough estimate of the location while a second plug-in could use computer vision to identify the device and provide more precise boundaries. Detection plug-ins continuously run in the background allowing them to poll for new devices as well as to notify the framework when a previously connected device leaves the session.

4.2 Device Specification Lookup
In conformance with requirement R3, participating devices do not need to run any specific software. However, a one-time setup of the device is necessary. Nothing needs to be installed on the device itself, but the user should provide the system with some device details before it can participate in any information exchange session. From a technical perspective, one or multiple unique device identifiers must be provided which can be derived by the detection plug-ins when a device is introduced. This can, for example, be the device’s Bluetooth MAC address, a unique number embedded in an RFID tag or a 2D barcode attached to the device. More than one identifying number or string can be provided during setup so that identifiers produced by different detection plug-ins can be used to look up the device’s specifications even if the plug-ins use significantly different detection methods. Further, the supported media types and communication channels that can be used with the device must be specified so that they can be associated with the previously provided identifiers. For instance, in the case of a smartphone we could specify that a list of contacts is available via the Bluetooth PBAP (Phone Book Access Profile) and that pictures can be retrieved over USB from the filesystem location /sdcard/DCIM. A default user interface is provided to simplify this process for the end-user and can be reused in a wide variety of use cases. However, the way users provide information about their devices might depend on how the application is implemented and which interaction hardware is used in the final product. For this reason we also allow developers to create their own interface for this process via a small stand-alone application or as an integrated part of a use case. Custom interfaces for describing devices simply need to send the captured device description to the framework in a specific format where it will added to the list of known devices. The process of describing and adding a new device is arguably one of the biggest usability hurdles for the framework but this is alleviated by allowing the interface to be replaced and improved later.
In the future, a GUI might be provided to compose a configuration by selecting options from a list or one might even automatically probe the device for common interfaces and suggest any detected communication channels. Alternatively, the system could maintain a database of common devices and provide default settings. Once the setup is complete, the device is added to the database and the system will be aware of its presence when an associated identifier is returned by any of the detection plug-ins. In case that multiple plug-ins are used, the detection resolver combines the information and ensures a single identifier is returned together with a position and boundaries. In a next step the INFEX database is consulted to see whether the device is known (i.e. whether it went through the initial setup). If the identifier is not found, the device is simply ignored. However, if the device is known, all device information—including its supported media types and communication channels—is retrieved and passed to the framework’s core logic which keeps the information in memory as long as the device is participating in the session.

Note that the object that is used to identify a device does not necessarily have to be the device itself. For instance, one could attach a 2D barcode to a simple everyday object and set it up so that it describes the communication channels to a remote device. Such an object can then be used as a tangible proxy for a device that might not be mobile or located far away. Using the same principle, an interface could allow the user to click an image of the device or select the relevant device name from a menu in the software so that the framework can be told to include the corresponding device based on the device name, not requiring physical interaction with the device itself. This allows interfaces to be more flexible in terms of detection and inclusion mechanisms, but it also provides alternatives for devices where physical interaction is impossible (R4).

### 4.3 INFEX as Protocol Mediator

One of the major challenges for our INFEX framework was the fulfilment of requirement R7 which requires that we can read content from one device and copy it to another device even if the two devices use completely different communication methods. For this reason the framework needs to be able to communicate via various protocols (R6); preferably in an extensible manner (R8). Therefore, all communication is done via so-called communication plug-ins with each of them implementing a specific communication method such as Bluetooth PBAP, FTP or WebSockets. Note that in order to avoid redundant code, communication plug-ins can make use of other communication plug-ins. For example, a plug-in for RESTful API access could be built on top of an HTTP plug-in which in turn could be built on top of a TCP/IP plug-in.

As mentioned earlier, during the initial device setup each supported media type is specified together with details about its access method. An older phone might be set up to support the sharing of contacts via the Bluetooth PBAP protocol. This way, when contact information needs to be read or written to the phone, the framework knows that it can invoke the Bluetooth PBAP communication plug-in to perform the communication. Each communication plug-in must implement the following operations: `read()`, `readChunk()`, `write()`, `writeChunk()` and `list()`. By defining such a fixed interface, our framework tells each plug-in what to do in the same way, without needing to be aware of their inner workings (R5). These operations on the technical level are sufficient to fulfil requirement R1, allowing developers to provide at least list, inspect and transfer operations in the user interface. The `read()` and `write()` operations allow the framework to read or write a single unit of content (e.g. a document or a contact) while `list()` allows the framework to retrieve a list of all the content that is accessible via the plug-in’s communication channel. For transferring content between devices, the framework might use one communication plug-in to read from a device and another communication plug-in to write to a second device. The `readChunk()` and `writeChunk()` operations are variants of the `read()` and `write()` operations specifically for data streams that do not have a clearly defined length. When a data stream is directed from one device

to another the framework repeatedly performs the `readChunk()` operation on the source device and writes the retrieved data to the target device using the `writeChunk()` method.

There is one additional issue that needs to be addressed on the architectural level for both streams and fixed-length content units. The structure of the data retrieved from a device might be different depending on the protocol used to retrieve the data. For instance, contacts retrieved via the Bluetooth PBAP protocol are returned in the vCard format while other communication channels might retrieve contacts as CSV or JSON files. Therefore, a generic data format should be used in the core of the framework and communication plug-ins are then responsible for performing the conversion when reading or writing data. Whenever a communication plug-in is invoked to retrieve data, it transforms the read data into the generic format before handing it to the framework. Similarly, when a plug-in is invoked to write data, data in the generic format is converted to the structure required by the corresponding protocol. The chosen design allows us to isolate protocol-specific complexity into the communication plug-ins in a way that allows INFEX to provide a more generic high-level programming interface. This makes it easier for developers to build richer applications and also blocks developers from letting technical complexity affect the user experience (R2).

In order to illustrate the mediation process, we briefly discuss the scenario shown in Figure 2. In this case the user is running an INFEX-based application where the developer implemented a simple touch-based interface allowing users to simply drag and drop content between icons that represent the detected devices. The user has taken a nice picture with their GoPro action camera and would like to print it on a Bluetooth printer and then copy it to their phone via NFC. Without INFEX the process would be quite tedious, requiring the user to synchronise the GoPro with the computer by using the GoPro software, pairing the printer, opening the image file, manually initiating a print, opening the necessary software for the NFC transfer and manually initiating the transfer. With our INFEX-based application, the user simply drags the image from the GoPro to the printer. The GoPro does not support direct printing nor can it establish a connection with the printer due to the incompatible protocols. In this case, INFEX solves the problem by acting as a mediator and retrieves the image via WiFi from the GoPro in order to then send it to the printer via Bluetooth. However, this is all hidden from the user who experiences the transfer as a simple drag and drop operation. Similarly, the user can drag an image from the GoPro to the mobile phone which will
initiate an NFC transfer if the mobile phone is within range of the laptop’s NFC module. Note that the scenario could be extended further and more devices and protocols could be added by the developer without introducing new complexity, allowing all the of the supported devices to be mixed and matched.

4.4 User Interaction with Device Content
So far we have described all the technical components of the architecture and showed how the framework can communicate with different devices. However, in the end all forms of communication and transfer are initiated by the user. Similar to the already described parts of INFEX, also the GUI is not fixed but can be replaced if necessary. As discussed earlier, we should also support devices without a display or input modalities and therefore the GUI module must provide a graphical interface to interact with the detected device. The main goal of the interface is to represent the devices in the session, show what kind of content types a device provides (e.g. contacts or images) and to allow a user to initiate actions such as listing, inspecting or transferring content (R1). As requested by requirement R5, at the data level these actions should be supported in the core of the framework. The requirement further implies that application developers do not need to worry about the technical details of the connection. User interfaces can be developed on top of the list, inspect and transfer abstractions which ensures that developers are offered the necessary technical support while still allowing them to implement highly customised interfaces and interaction techniques (R2). In other words, INFEX provides the infrastructure to perform these actions on the data level but developers can decide how content lists are presented to the end user, how content is inspected and how the user should initiate a transfer. Note that the architecture also makes it easy to use additional hardware such as an interactive surface or depth-sensing cameras as part of the user interface (the group of devices labelled I/O Modalities in Figure 1). As discussed later, we provide a default GUI implementation working for most use cases, that can be used with commonly available hardware and which can also serve as a starting point for further extensions.

Concretely, the GUI module should be built in accordance with a specific interface definition in order that bi-directional collaboration with the core logic is possible. This allows the core logic to notify the GUI module when new devices are added or removed to a session as well as when a device’s position changes. The GUI module can then ask for the content types that the device supports or directly ask for a list of all content so that it can be visualised accordingly. Similarly, the GUI module can react to captured user input by mapping it on to one of the list, inspect and transfer abstractions and delegating the action to the core logic for execution on the data level. Depending on the use case, GUI modules can be implemented using different technologies. A GUI module might, for instance, be based on web technologies such as HTML, CSS and JavaScript or it could be a WIMP interface built with the .NET framework. Note that the GUI component does not necessarily have to run on the same machine as the rest of INFEX and can communicate with the core over the network using TCP/IP sockets, WebSockets or a RESTful interface.

If a GUI module wants to provide special visualisations or interactions for specific media types, it should implement an internal plug-in system to provide extra functionality for specific content. These media plug-ins may be used to affect the way content of a specific type is listed and inspected. For instance, one might want to visualise a set of images as a grid of thumbnails instead of a list of file names. Similarly, when inspecting a PDF document it can make sense to show a widget that allows the user to go through the pages of the PDF, or an audio widget might allow users to play back any audio files found on a device. Because this behaviour is very content specific, it should be isolated in so-called media plug-ins. As an added benefit, media plug-ins can be reused in GUI modules that use the same technology. For instance, media plug-ins developed in HTML and related technologies for a browser-based interface could also be used in an interface that uses mixed reality since devices
such as the Microsoft HoloLens\textsuperscript{3} can integrate HTML-based widgets. Similarly, GUI modules that use technologies such as QML\textsuperscript{4} might reuse media plug-ins in compatible environments.

To outline the benefits of INFEX, we show another possible scenario in Figure 3 where two phones exchange contact information by placing them on an interactive surface. Even though the scenario merely involves the exchange of contact information, the phones would be considered incompatible in existing systems due to the age and hardware difference of the devices. The surface shows a graphical interface next to the phones for user interaction so that users can interact with the phones without having to install any software, which might be impossible for the old phone shown on the left-hand side anyway. The three steps for exchanging information have been marked with circles numbered 1 to 3. Device positions returned by the detection plug-ins are used by the GUI module to place an interaction menu next to the devices and a tab is shown for each supported media type. When a tab is selected the list abstraction is applied and the returned content is visualised in a list 1. A media plug-in for contacts causes contacts to be listed in a more suitable manner, showing their name, telephone number and a thumbnail image. Furthermore, when a contact is inspected by dragging it onto an empty space on the surface, the inspect abstraction is invoked and a specialised widget is shown that visualises the contact in greater detail 2. To initiate the transfer abstraction, the user can either drag the inspection widget into the other phone’s contact list or a contact can be dragged directly from one list to another list 3. Please keep in mind that this is only one possible implementation and different solutions such as Rekimoto’s Pick-and-Drop \cite{25} user interface could also be developed on top of the list, inspect and transfer abstractions. It is also important to note that the developer of the GUI component does not need to know any technical details about the underlying connections as they only have to use the list, inspect and transfer abstractions. For each invocation, INFEX automatically uses the corresponding technology and protocols and converts the data where needed. In this scenario the framework might use Bluetooth to list and inspect contacts on the older phone on the left, while it might use HTTP to connect to a cloud service to copy the contact to the newer smartphone on the right. Although the scenario is relatively simple it would already take a significant developer effort to create such an application from scratch and the complexity rapidly increases if more devices or media types (e.g. images) have to be supported.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we present an initial version of the INFEX framework and illustrate how we implemented the previously mentioned requirements and architecture. We start by detailing how we

\textsuperscript{3}https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-hololens/en-us

\textsuperscript{4}http://doc.qt.io/qt-5/qmlapplications.html
addressed some of the non-trivial technical issues and then show how the framework can be used by developers.

5.1 Implementation-specific Details

In accordance with the previously mentioned requirements and the proposed architecture, we have implemented a first version of the INFEX framework to demonstrate its potential. The framework is implemented in Java and a classical JAR-based plug-in loading mechanism has been applied to enable the extensible components described in the architecture section. In order to efficiently handle the internal processing of various events (e.g., device detection or the invocation of actions or plug-ins) we make use of Google’s EventBus implementation forming part of the Guava Google Core Libraries for Java\(^5\). The EventBus offers an efficient publish-subscribe mechanism allowing components of the INFEX framework to publish events to a central pool from where they are automatically redistributed to other components that are relevant to the event. The EventBus is, for instance, used by communication plug-ins to notify other components in the system about their progress when performing a transfer. Similarly, when a device detection plug-in detects that a new device has been added to the session, it publishes the detected device identifier in order that the framework can react accordingly. The use of an EventBus enables efficient asynchronous event handling and simplifies the orchestration of various components of the framework working in parallel and the event system is further used for error handling and logging purposes.

The extensible components can be divided into three categories of plug-ins: device detection plug-ins, communication plug-ins, and GUI modules. Each of these JAR files should implement a plug-in interface by providing a class that implements the interface for the corresponding plug-in type. These JAR-based plug-ins may contain additional dependencies such as libraries or binaries required for accessing hardware relevant to their task. The interface for device detection plug-ins is fairly straightforward. Developers should simply implement an init() and a stop() method and are further free to implement their detection method as desired. The plug-in is then responsible for publishing the correct events to the previously discussed EventBus, for instance when they detect that a device enters or leaves the session, or optionally when spatial information changes (e.g., the device’s location or boundaries). When these events are published they will be captured by the session manager in the core and the corresponding internal actions will be executed. For instance, when a KnownDeviceDetected event is published the framework looks up the device’s specifications and notifies the GUI module about the new device in the session. Note that if a detection resolver was provided, the framework will give the last result of each active detection plug-in to the resolver which is then responsible for combining the results and publishing the relevant events.

Communication plug-ins have to implement the read(), readChunk(), write(), writeChunk() and list() main methods. As mentioned earlier, the readChunk() and writeChunk() methods are variants of the read() and write() methods that deal with data streams of unknown length and will be called repeatedly by the framework to deal with potentially endless streams. When any of the methods are called, a HashMap containing key/value pairs with additional parameters is passed along. For instance, if a device states that its images can be retrieved via FTP from a particular folder, the IP address and folder path need to be given to the FTP plug-in when it is invoked to list content. Since INFEX keeps track of all the devices and their communication specifications, it is able to automatically provide the relevant parameters to the corresponding plug-ins when the user triggers an action. An example of a communication plug-in is described later in Section 5.2. Note

\(^{5}\)https://github.com/google/guava
that although a communication plug-in has to implement all the mentioned methods, in some cases this might not be possible. For instance, not all communication plug-ins can read or write data as a stream (e.g., the Bluetooth PBAP protocol only deals with phone contacts as fixed-sized content units). There are also devices that only produce digital data (e.g., scanners or webcams) or devices that only consume digital data (e.g., printers, speakers or televisions). Therefore, plug-ins for the corresponding protocols cannot always provide both read and write methods at the same time. In such cases all the methods still have to be implemented, but the unsupported ones should fire an UnsupportedCommunicationPluginMethod event when invoked so that the framework can deal with the situation accordingly and notify the GUI module in order that the incompatibility can be visualised to the user. Figure 4 shows a scenario where streams as well as consume-only and produce-only devices are combined in a particular application. In this case the diagram shows how INFEX can retrieve information from a scanner (produce-only device) and visualise the resulting digital document on a television screen (consumer-only device) by, for example, implementing a communication plug-in for the Chromecast protocol. The same plug-in would also allow audio to be streamed to the television from a Bluetooth device such as a sports watch. The user interface that allows the user to initiate these exchanges is of course flexible and in this case a tabletop is used, potentially with tangible objects to represent devices such as the scanner and the television.

As discussed in the architecture section, the structure of retrieved information sometimes depends on how the data was retrieved. For instance, when using the Bluetooth PBAP protocol contacts are returned in the vCard format shown in Figure 5a while Google’s cloud storage for contacts will return contacts as XML format as illustrated in Figure 5c. These formats are incompatible and even though the framework can mediate the corresponding data transmission protocols, exchanging contacts between these storage media would not be possible without conversion. In order to address this issue, it is necessary that a communication plug-in translates any retrieved data to a generic representation before passing it on. This generic representation is then used internally, and is eventually passed on to another communication plug-in which will convert it to the target device’s data format for writing.

---

6https://www.google.com/chromecast/
Similarly, the write method implemented by a communication plug-in will be passed data in the generic format and then convert or interpret it according to the specifics of the implemented protocol. Therefore, the write method of a communication plug-in does not need to know where the data came from or how it was retrieved; it only needs to know how to convert the generic format to the format required by the target device ensuring compatibility with any other communication plug-in that can generate data of that type. In our implementation JSON is used for internal information representation. Each object stores the original content type (e.g. contact, image, movie or PDF document) together with a set of key-value pairs that represent or link to the relevant information. For example, the vCard data shown in Figure 5a is converted to the JSON format shown in Figure 5b for internal usage and then converted to the XML-based data format shown in Figure 5c if it is to be written to a device via Google’s Contacts API.

In order to standardise the internal representation and to help plug-ins handle them, each internal data object is tagged with with a media descriptor (much like a MIME tag) describing its content (e.g. “file/image/png”). Just like MIME types media descriptors represent a hierarchy of types and subtypes describing the content, with the difference that we allow for more than two levels. The structure of each data type is defined in JSON files, in the form of a list of fields and their data types (e.g. String, Integer, FilePath or ByteArray). These format definitions can be added or extended by developers. As expected, each subtype inherits the structure of the supertype which might be extended with additional fields. The benefit of this representation is that communication plug-ins can make use of the fact that they know the subtype, but they do not have to and can also treat the object based on its basetype. For instance, an FTP communication plug-in that receives an object of the type “file/image/png” can ignore the fact that it is an image with PNG encoding and will just address the document as any regular file (e.g. reading and writing it as a byte array). On the other hand, another device might only accept bitmap images and the corresponding communication plug-in might then use the details related to the image encoding so that it can apply the correct conversion before writing it as a bitmap to the device.

In our current version, one GUI module has been implemented but special care has been taken to make this default GUI module as generic as possible. This ensures that developers have a working starting point and only need to write a new GUI module if they have special requirements. The implemented GUI module is based on web technologies including HTML5, JavaScript and CSS which allows the GUI to run on any interface hardware that can run a modern web browser (e.g. a dedicated laptop or a tabletop). The GUI module contains a lightweight web server for serving the static web files that implement most of the visualisation and interaction logic. Once the web files are delivered to the web browser, JavaScript is used to open a WebSocket connection to the GUI module and connects the HTML-based front end with the GUI module. This bidirectional communication is needed to, for example, notify the front end when a new device has been detected in order that it can display the necessary UI elements next to it. Similarly, when the user performs...
an action on the front end such as dragging content from one device to another, the requested action is passed back to the GUI module that invokes the request handler to perform the action.

As discussed earlier, the GUI module can also provide a modular mechanism for visualising specific content types while listing or inspecting content. In this case the media plug-ins are implemented in JavaScript and CSS. When the front end needs to display a list of content of a specific type, the plug-in for that type is given the list of content and is responsible for generating the HTML code that will be injected into the DOM tree. The widgets for inspecting content are generated by the plug-ins in the same way. Note that this default HTML-based GUI module might be replaced to suit the specific needs of both the application developer and the end user.

5.2 Usage

As detailed earlier, client devices do not need to install specific software but instead a dedicated device is set up to unify the connected client devices. Even if the INFEX framework runs on the dedicated device, it does not prevent the dedicated device from participating as an ordinary client device. Since the INFEX framework is implemented in Java, the dedicated device needs to be able to run a Java Virtual Machine but apart from that there are no other requirements. However, in order for INFEX to mediate protocols such as Bluetooth or NFC, it is necessary that the dedicated device contains the necessary hardware. For this reason a small form factor computer such as a Raspberry Pi might be sufficient for simple use cases, but a laptop or desktop computer with additional communication hardware is preferred for more complex use cases.

The INFEX framework comes as a JAR file and can be used as a standalone server providing access to the functionality via WebSockets or TCP/IP, or the JAR file can be used as a standard library in another application providing direct access to the functionality. In some cases it may be desirable to deploy INFEX as a standalone server as it allows the user interface to run on another device and communicate with the INFEX instance remotely. Regardless of how the framework is used, additional files such as plug-ins should be placed in predefined directories next to the main JAR file. The default detection resolver and the GUI module can be replaced by placing plug-ins named resolver.jar and gui.jar in the same directory as the main JAR. Figure 6 shows an example deployment of the framework.

Depending on the use case, the framework might need to mediate different protocols by means of communication plug-ins. A plug-in should be provided for each protocol that needs to be supported, but these plug-ins can of course be shared and reused by developers. To implement a communication
plug-in, the developer must implement the `read()`, `readChunk()`, `write()`, `writeChunk()` and `list()` methods of the CommunicationPlugin plug-in interface.

Listing 1 shows an example of how the principles explained in Section 4 have been concretely implemented for an FTP plug-in based on the Apache Commons Net library. The methods to read, write and list content on an FTP server are implemented (with the help of an external library) and the event system is used to publish the relevant events so that the core framework can use the plug-in in the mediation process without further intervention from the developer. The plug-in should be compiled into a JAR file and placed in the plug-in directory for communication plug-ins. INFEX will then be able to automatically invoke these methods and use them in the mediation process when that specific protocol is encountered.

```java
public class FTPCommunicationPlugin implements CommunicationPlugin {
    public static final String protocolName = "FTP";

    public ContentUnit read(int taskId, Device device, CommunicationConfig config, String path) {
        PubSub.publish(new CommunicationReadStartEvent(this, taskId, device.getID(), path));
        ByteArrayOutputStream os = new ByteArrayOutputStream();
        FTPClient ftp = new FTPClient();
        ftp.connect(config.get("server"), Integer.parseInt(config.get("port")));
        ftp.login(config.get("username"), config.get("password"));
        PubSub.publish(new ComPluginReadProgressEvent(this, 0, taskId, device.getID(), result.path);
        ftp.retrieveFile(path, os); // intermediate progress events removed to keep the example brief
        PubSub.publish(new ComPluginReadProgressEvent(this, 100, taskId, device.getID(), result.path);
        ContentUnit result = new ContentUnit(INFEX.FileTypes.GENERIC_FILE);
        result.setField("path", path);
        result.setField("data", os.toByteArray());
        result.setField("contentSize", result.getField("data").length);
        PubSub.publish(new ComPluginReadEndEvent(this, taskId, device.getID(), result));
        return result;
    }

    public ContentUnit readChunk(int taskId, Device device, CommunicationConfig config, String path) {
        PubSub.publish(new UnsupportedComPluginMethod(this, CommunicationMethods.readChunk));
        return null;
    }

    // write and writeChunk methods are similar to the read and readChunk methods and are left out

    public ContentUnit[] list(int taskId, Device device, CommunicationConfig config, String path) {
        ... // similar to the read method but returns a array of ContentUnit objects containing
        ... // the file metadata but without the byte content
    }
}
```

Listing 1. Implementation of an FTP communication plug-in

Detection plug-ins are also implemented according to a plug-in interface and compiled into JAR files. Detection plug-ins are initialised once at startup and are then free to execute whatever logic needed to detect devices continuously. As an example, a plug-in could be developed to scan the network for devices, it could use computer vision to detect devices placed on a specific surface or it might simply listen for events originating from the user interface (e.g. a user selects a device from a list to be added). When the plug-in detects that devices are added or removed the plug-in should broadcast the corresponding events (e.g. KnownDeviceDetected or KnownDeviceLeft events) so that INFEX can update the session state.

When the INFEX framework is run, either as a standalone server or embedded in an application as a library, participating devices should be introduced to the framework in a one-time setup process. A default interface is provided to do this, but developers may also implement their own
to gather device specifications and send it to the framework. Figure 7 shows one of the panels offered by the default setup wizard. A list of supported protocols and their relevant details (e.g. an IP address or user credentials) should be provided, and based on a plug-in’s protocolName field the framework will know which plug-in to invoke when mediation is needed for that protocol.

![Select Protocols](image)

**Fig. 7.** Device setup wizard

After adding devices, the device detection plug-in keeps track of devices in the session and INFEX will keep active devices’ specifications (e.g. supported protocols and media types) in memory. Applications that use INFEX are kept up to date when devices are added or removed in the session and also their specifications are shared so that the user interface may visualise their capabilities accordingly. Applications that build upon INFEX are then free to initiate content listings or transfers, for instance based on a user interaction in the user interface. As the application is aware of the devices’ capabilities, it knows what protocols are relevant when a user initiates a transfer. The results are returned to the application which can then handle them accordingly (e.g. visualise them in a list). How users initiate a transfer depends on how the application is implemented but if a transfer is invoked by the user, it can again ask INFEX to perform the transfer by specifying the source device, protocol, content path as well as the target device, protocol and target path. The transfer is then handled completely by INFEX which will perform the necessary mediation and keep the application updated about the progress.

Please keep in mind that a default GUI module is provided and therefore a generic INFEX-based application could simply be assembled from existing detection and communication plug-ins without writing any additional code. The development of additional plug-ins, GUI modules or client applications is only needed to add support for additional protocols or for customised user interfaces.

6 USE CASE

As an infrastructure framework, INFEX allows developers to unify devices with different hardware characteristics within a single application. This allows developers to integrate devices that have been overlooked so far and to create new interesting use cases that would be far from trivial when implemented from scratch. As INFEX focusses on the lower technical issues associated with information exchange, it makes little sense to evaluate INFEX from an end-user perspective. We rather provide a technical evaluation of the INFEX framework by detailing an INFEX-based application for exploring and exchanging content on various devices, including some previously unsupported ones. In order to verify our architectural choices, we have built the necessary plug-ins to replicate and extend some common use cases introduced earlier in the background section. We also introduce some new use cases and unconventional devices and show how they can be combined with existing use cases, illustrating the unification capabilities of our framework. Note that the presented combination of devices and media types has not been integrated as a working whole in any of the existing solutions before and it is only one example of what is possible with
the INFEX framework. Further, it is interesting to point out that existing tools and use cases are often limited and cannot be easily extended, making it hard if not impossible to achieve the same results with existing frameworks. Of course, a similar use case can always be built from scratch but we intend to show that INFEX already offers most of the functionality that would have to be implemented. More importantly, INFEX-based applications can later be extended and reconfigured as this usually involves the addition or removal of a plug-in rather than having to make changes throughout the whole application. The offered abstractions also encourages developers to keep their user interface consistent and uniform, which helps to prevent user experience issues that can surface due to underlying technical complexity.

For the presented example interface, we have been inspired by systems such as ActivitySpace [16] and it is therefore based on an interactive tabletop where participating devices are placed on the surface. However, we must stress again that is only one possible way of using INFEX and developers are free to use any kind of user interface or interaction hardware. The same application could easily be modified to use network scanning for detection and a point-and-click user interface on a standard laptop. For this particular application, our default HTML-based GUI module was used. Detection plug-ins based on touch and computer vision are used to detect devices and estimate their position on the interactive surface. Once detected, the supported media types are queried and an interaction menu is shown next to the device, with a tab for each supported media type. Selecting a tab lists all content of the associated type. Dragging an item to an empty space on the surface opens a widget for inspecting that item, and dragging either a list item or a widget onto another device’s content list initiates a transfer if the media types are compatible. Figure 8 shows an INFEX session in progress where most of the features mentioned in this section are used.

![INFEX application with tabletop-based cross-device information exploration and exchange](image)

**Fig. 8.** INFEX application with tabletop-based cross-device information exploration and exchange

In the background section we have seen that one of the most common use cases is the exchange of pictures between two smartphones or between a smartphone and another device [5, 6, 20, 28, 32]. In order to replicate this use case, we have created the plug-ins needed to exchange pictures between an
Android smartphone shown in the upper-left corner of Figure 8 and a GoPro action camera shown in the lower-right corner of Figure 8. To access the photos on the phone we use a communication plug-in that uses the Google Photos API. Alternatively the phone could be connected to the system via an USB connection and a file system connection plug-in could be used for accessing the DCIM folder. In order to access pictures on the second device (GoPro), we used the HTTP protocol over a local WiFi connection to read, write and list content stored on the device. Since both devices can now be accessed by the framework via communication plug-ins, pictures can be dragged out of a device for inspection or can be transferred between the two normally incompatible devices. Specialised media plug-ins are used to show the list of images as a grid and for viewing images in a widget. In order to show the extensibility of the communication protocols, we also mixed in a use case that uses Bluetooth to access a smartphone’s contact list via the Bluetooth PBAP protocol and visualise it via the contact media visualisation plug-in. Furthermore, the architectural choices behind the framework make it relatively easy to use tangible objects as physical interfaces to remote content sources. We demonstrate the use of tangibles by replicating a scenario similar to the ones presented in [14, 33]. In our case a physical object (cube) with a fiducial marker on its top is used as a proxy for a remote FTP server as shown in the upper right part of Figure 8. Images from the GoPro can for example be uploaded to the FTP server with a simple drag and drop interaction from the list of images shown next on the side the GoPro to the list of files shown next to the tangible object representing the FTP server. Finally, in order to demonstrate the extensibility of the supported media types and their visualisation, we have implemented a media plug-in for PDF documents. A media plug-in does not only influence how a content type is listed, but also determines how a media type is inspected when it is dragged to an empty space on the surface. For the implementation of our PDF inspection widget this implies that a user can interactively explore PDF documents on the table. In Figure 8, a PDF document has been dragged from the list of PDF files shown next to the tablet in the lower left corner and dropped to the centre of the tabletop for further detailed inspection. Once the user is sure that this is the document they are looking for, the document could, for instance, also be dragged to the list of files next to the tangible in the upper-right corner which will upload the file to the associated FTP server.

![Fig. 9. 3D-printed tangibles (with unique touch point patterns at the bottom) representing a television, a webcam and a printer](image)

We have then further extended the example application and have added support for devices that are not usually seen in related work. For instance, a Chromecast plug-in was implemented which allows images or a PDF document to be dragged from any device to a 3D-printed television tangible. This shows the content on the associated television as expected. We have also created a plug-in to support simple webcams. It was implemented so that both still images (via the `read` method) as well as real-time video streams (via the `readChunk` method) can be read from the camera and transferred to other devices. This allows users to for instance capture a video fragment and write
the result to any other device. The stream can also be "written" to the television which shows the video feed on the television in real-time. Plug-ins were also written to support network printers and scanners which offers many more interesting device transfers. Small 3D-printed tangibles were used to represent these devices on the tabletop and can be seen in Figure 9. As for the functionality, one can for instance drag content from the scanner to the television to show the physical document on the scanner plate on the television. Similarly, one can also drag an image from the webcam to the printer to get an immediate print-out. We would like to point out however that the architectural design makes any two plug-ins compatible on the technical level and many more interactions between the use case’s devices are possible out of the box. This implies that when developers add a plug-in for a single protocol that it can directly be used in combination with any other plug-in and developers can write the code for the protocol in isolation without taking other protocols and combinations into account.

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We witness an increasing number of digital devices in our lives, but as illustrated in the introduction, it is not always trivial to retrieve or exchange content between different devices. Existing scenarios for user-driven content exchange place strict limitations in terms of the hardware or suffer from shortcomings on the usability level. This is often the result of the technical complexity and incompatibility which propagates all the way up to the user experience, an issue that has been previously described by the HCI community [7].

We have introduced the INFEX framework which implements the functionality needed to transfer content between heterogeneous devices. Architectural design choices make sure that the framework is highly modular allowing it to be deployed for a wide variety of use cases. In order to illustrate how the INFEX framework improves upon existing work, we refer back to the limitations of existing solutions described in Section 2.4 and again use the terminology defined by Edwards et al. [7].

The issue of Constrained Possibilities is addressed by making the framework highly modular and extensible. INFEX removes most of the hardware and software restrictions seen in existing solutions. For instance, participating client devices are not required to install additional software (which is not always possible) and the design of the framework facilitates the use of devices without a display or input modalities. Furthermore, support for new protocols (and thus new devices) is easily added via communication plug-ins allowing developers to mix-and-match devices that are currently not considered in existing work due to technical complexity. Finally, our framework does not enforce any particular user interface or user interaction hardware allowing developers to create customised user experiences ranging from a simple WIMP-based interface to more innovative interactions using state-of-the-art hardware.

Unmediated Interaction is approached by letting the framework handle the technical complexity associated with information exchange. Developers are offered high-level abstractions to transfer content between devices and INFEX isolates protocol-specific details in their respective plug-ins. The other way around, developers can develop communication plug-ins without having to take other protocols into account, as the framework will automatically act as a mediator for exchanges between plug-ins. By offering high-level abstractions, we ensure that developers do not let any of the low-level technical complexity show up in the user interface. This encourages the creation of a uniform and consistent user interface regardless of the mix of devices and protocols that are used. Note that this is in contrast with many existing solutions where interactions might be different depending on the device or protocol, simply because the developers push some technical complexity to the end-user instead of dealing with it internally.

Finally, the problem of Interjected Abstractions is also avoided by architectural design choices. Abstractions defined by the INFEX framework do not result in limitations in terms of the supported
devices or user interface. For example, in contrast to existing frameworks or protocols client devices are not required to support one specific programming language or protocol which is the case with the RPC or the UPnP protocol. Furthermore, user interfaces made on top of the INFEX framework are not required to be written in the same language and do not even have to run on the same machine.

By addressing these issues, we achieved our goals G1–G3 described in Section 3. Adding support for new devices and protocols to an existing system would normally become more complex with every added protocol which is why developers often limit support to a set of devices with strict requirements. INFEX deals with most of the technical complexity and ensures that the effort required to add an additional protocol does not increase. As more developers are going to use INFEX, more communication plug-ins can be shared and reused by applications, thereby reducing the effort to build new applications. We would again like to point out that developers can create their own highly custom user interfaces on top of the INFEX framework. We have shown an example of a graphical interface running on regular laptops as well as tabletop-based interfaces making use of tangibles. In the future, virtual or augmented reality technologies might be used to build novel interfaces. It is interesting to point out that we were able to use INFEX to replicate, extend and combine many of the interactions presented in Section 2 without having to start over for every use case. This indicates that INFEX might be valuable for the research community as a rapid prototyping platform for novel interaction techniques, resulting in richer use cases across a wider range of devices.

We see two minor aspects which might currently affect the wider spread of the INFEX framework. First, in order to allow devices to participate without installing dedicated software, an initial setup is always required which could potentially be troublesome for some users. Although a user-friendly setup wizard can make this step easier, users still need to have some technical knowledge about the device they are going to add. Second, there is a minority of devices that can currently not be integrated in INFEX-based applications. While most devices make use of standardised protocols which are easy to support in INFEX, some devices only support proprietary protocols or communication hardware. In a number of cases it might be possible to reverse engineer such a protocol but for some devices it might be impossible to add support due to encryption of the content or protocol.

The implementation of the use case reveals a number of aspects that might be improved in a future version of INFEX. First of all, extensibility is currently achieved via a simple JAR-based plug-in mechanism. While this was sufficient for an initial evaluation of our architecture, a more robust and developer-friendly approach based on the OSGi dynamic module system for Java might be investigated. The current architecture also assumes that INFEX-based applications run in isolation. As part of future work we plan to evaluate the framework with software developers in order to further validate the framework. We also intend to explore the potential of allowing different INFEX instances to communicate with each other over the Internet. This would allow users to use their local instance of an INFEX application to exchange content with devices connected to another INFEX application running at another location. Next, we are also considering operations that do more than just copying data such as cut or delete operations. However, this introduces new challenges related to user permissions and security that require further investigation. Finally, we also plan to make INFEX available to other researchers working on cross-device information exploration and exchange.

https://www.osgi.org
8 CONCLUSION

We have presented INFEX, a unifying extensible framework for cross-device information exploration and exchange. INFEX allows developers to exchange information between devices that are not supported in existing solutions while at the same time ensuring that the increased heterogeneity does not negatively affect the user experience. In contrast to related work, INFEX does not require any special software to be installed on participating devices and takes into account that devices might not have a display or other I/O modalities. By acting as a mediator, INFEX automatically handles content retrieval and transfer. It automatically translates between protocols and data formats to connect arbitrary devices. Last but not least, the extensibility and reusability of plug-in components increases hardware support and allows developers and researchers to focus on the creation of interesting new use cases and novel interaction techniques for cross-device information exploration and exchange.
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